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Introduction
A scientific calculating system for large distributed-task processing systems and for small isolated intelligent data acquisition and instrumentation systems is established with a number-oriented microprocessor sequenced by a single component microcomputer. A MOS/LSI number-oriented microprocessor provides the scientific calculating capability with Reverse Polish Notation data entry. Input data sequencing, computation processing, intermediate result comparison, answer display and/or answer feedback to master processors is controlled by a single component microcomputer.
This discussion involves a scientific calculation system for data and answers with a data format of floating point and/or scientific notation with an eight-digit mantissa and two-digit exponent. The display is a twelve-digit display which allows for the mantissa sign and exponent sign in addition to the mantissa and exponent. The scientific calculating system software flow chart is defined in Figure 2 . Initial application of power, activation of the local reset switch, or receipt of an external interrupt from the data source initializes the microcomputer and microprocessor with the "INIT" routine. Initial application of power or activitation of the local reset switch vectors the microcomputer to address 0. The external interrupt vectors the microcomputer to address 3. The "Fake Return" sequence allows the microcomputer to continue into the "INIT" routine with the interrupt re-enabled and the stack pointer correspondingly decremented.
A programmed Input/Output loop waits for the data ready signal "DRDY" to be applied to the microcomputer pin TO by the data source. The "INSERT" routine selects and inputs data into the microcomputer data memory. The input data string is organized in bitparallel digit-serial form. The microcomputer stores the data two binary-coded-digits per 8-bit byte in six bytes of RAM. In scientific notation, the data requires four bytes for the mantissa, one byte for the exponent, and one byte for the mantissa sign and exponent sign. This data structure is identical to the number-oriented microprocessor output string.
The "SYNC" routine provides the handshaking synchronization between the microcomputer "HOLD" signal and the microprocessor "READY" signal. This initialization prepares the microprocessor for data/instruction entry.
The "KEYCMD ACTION" software utilizes a pointer to an address on the memory page containing the KeyLevel Language to read the next key command action. A key command action can be one of four types as shown in Figure 2 . The key command is examined and processed according to the flowchart until a Program End is detected. Then the "VIEWO" routine is entered which continually multiplexes the light-emitting diode display until an interrupt occurs.
If the key command is an instruction (multiply, for example), the six-bit code for multiply is entered into the microprocessor by the "KEY IN" subroutine. An error such as divide by zero results in an Error signal from the microprocessor which causes the microcomputer to display "ERROR" on the LED display.
If the key command is a variable, the "VARSEQ" variable sequence subroutine calls the "KEY IN" subroutine sequentially for each digit until the variable is entered. The "VARSEQ" subroutine processes a variable stored in RAM by requiring only the RAM starting address.
SAMPLE INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE FIGURE 2. SOFTWARE FLOWCHART
If the key command is OUTPUT, the "RDSEQ" read sequence subroutine reads and stores the microprocessor output which is also in bit-parallel digit-serial form. The output is free running, and, therefore, the microcomputer must be fast enough to read and store each byte before the next output byte is presented. 
Hardware Description
The specific logic hardware devices of this design are shown in Figure 3 A scientific calculation system for large distributed-task processing systems and for small isolated intelligent data acquisition and instrumentation systems is established with a number-oriented microprocessor sequenced by a single component microcomputer. A MOS/LSI number-oriented microprocessor provides the scientific calculating capability with Reverse Polish Notation data entry. Input data sequencing, computation processing, intermediate result comparison, answer display and/or answer feedback to master processors is controlled by a single component microcomputer. The similarity of the system to hand-held calculators provides the system designer with an understanding of the system without requiring detailed system operation knowledge and/or assembly language programming of either the microprocessor or the microcomputer. 
